
    

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From  Mark Hamlett 
Date  Mon, 30 Aug 2021 at 21 59
Subject  Examination of the New Castle Point Local Plan - NPPF Revisions of July 2021
To  

Dear Andrea

Further to the letter and attachment received from Mr Lewis, the Government Inspector regarding the above subject matter, dated 9th August 2021, I would be grateful if you could pass onto him my submission below in response. I
also attach a petition of 302 signatures, which was a petition which I undertook locally and submitted with objections to the local plan to the Council on 14 February 2020 as part of the Consultation 19 Process.  Therefore the reply
below is from myself and those 302 residents who signed the petition.  

I would be grateful of your confirmation that you are able pass all of this onto the Inspector.  

Many thanks for your assistance in this matter.

Kind regards

Mark Hamlett

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Dear Sir

Please accept my response below to your letter of 9th August.  Please note that my original representation at the Regulation 19 stage was a joint one with 302 residents of the Daws Heath area, which took the form of a petition.  I
therefore attach a copy of that petition and hope you are able to accept this as a joint response on mine and their behalf.

Section 2 – Achieving Sustainable Development
Paragraph 11 a) now details that all plans should promote a sustainable pattern of development that seeks to meet the development needs for their area; align growth and infrastructure; improve the environment; mitigate climate
change (including by making effective use of land in urban areas) and adapt to its effects.  CPBC by looking to take so much greenbelt in this Local Plan cannot possibly mitigate climate change in this borough and in particular
with 3 large plots in the small settlement of Daws Heath be taken, it makes the Plan less Sound than it previously was.  The Brownfield register needs to be revisited to meet this new change.  This borough is constrained by
Greenbelt and by concreting over such large plots of greenbelt in this Plan, the environment will not be improved, this is not sustainable development and renders the Plan now less Sound than it was previously.

Section 3 – Plan Making
Paragraph 22 states that “Where larger scale developments such as new settlements or significant extensions to existing villages and towns form part of the strategy for the area, policies should be set within a vision that looks
further ahead (at least 30 years), to take into account the likely timescale for delivery”.  The CPBC Plan is for 15 years it does not cover 30 years, the borough is constrained by Greenbelt and the target number of houses in the
borough is far too high as the housing need is not this great and the Local Authority could have reduced the numbers. With significant extensions planned to Daws Heath village in particular, this new amendment makes the Plan
less Sound than it was previously.

Section 5 – Delivering a Sufficient Supply of Homes
Paragraph 70 is now amended as “neighbourhood planning groups should give particular consideration to the opportunities for allocating small and medium-sized sites”.  Most of the sites in this Plan are large sites on Greenbelt. 
There is not enough evidence to suggest that small and medium sites have been researched enough.  This was even stated by our MP in her Hearing session that she felt the Plan needed to maximise density on more Brownfield
sites.  With the Government now stressing the importance of mitigating climate change, the Greenbelt must be released from this Plan and the Brownfield register revisited in order for the Plan to meet this amendment, otherwise
this change renders the Plan not Sound. 

Section 12 – Achieving well designed places
Paragraph 131, now focuses on the important contribution trees make to the character and quality of urban environments and how trees help mitigate climate change.   In their Suggested Modification the Council state “Trees should
form a key element of the landscaping of development, with existing trees retained wherever possible and new streets should be tree lined”.  Whilst this is good to hear, in reality with the amount of Greenbelt plots subject to
development, vast amounts of mature trees would be destroyed and, in a relatively short period of time.  These mature trees cannot be replaced by new trees due to their absorbing capabilities regarding carbon from the atmosphere
and the water they can soak up, particularly where flooding is an issue as it is on a lot of greenbelt land in Daws Heath and Castle Point.  The new younger trees just cannot replace the mature trees in this regard and to this end this
does not help mitigate climate change and therefore the Council cannot meet this new revision to the NPPF.  It renders again this Plan less Sound than it was previously. 

Thank you for your time in this matter.

Kind regards

Yours faithfully

Mark Hamlett
(and on behalf of the 302 residents who signed the original petition against the Local Plan submitted to CPBC on 14th February 2020)




